If gravitationally bound structures grew from small uctuations in the initial distribution, then the statistics of the initial uctuation eld may be used to estimate many properties of the evolved dark halo distribution. I only consider hierarchical clustering. That is, I assume that mergers are common and fragmentation is not; objects present at any given time were made by mergers of smaller objects that had formed still earlier. I describe current models of the evolved halo density pro les, the forest of merger history trees associated with dark halos, and how knowledge of this forest allows one to quantify the extent to which halos are biased tracers of the dark matter distribution.
Density pro les of dark matter halos
Numerical simulations of hierarchical gravitational clustering show that, when expressed in units of the virial density and radius, the ensemble averaged density pro les of virialized dark matter halos show the following trends: on average, for a given initial uctuation eld, more massive halos are less centrally concentrated, and halos that form from initial conditions with more large scale power have shallower pro les (e.g. Navarro, Frenk & White 1996) . The rst of these trends is sometimes called the mass{density relation.
The smooth spherical collapse of a single object has been relatively well studied. The secondary infall model allows one to compute the nal density pro le of the object if the initial pro le is known (Gunn & Gott 1972; Fillmore & Goldreich 1984; Bertschinger 1985) . Roughly speaking, in these models the mass associated with a shell that is initially a certain distance from the center is later associated with a new, usually smaller distance from the center. Thus, in practice, this model allows one to compute the shape of the evolved density pro le from the initial one by providing a mapping from one scale to another.
These smooth spherical collapse solutions can be used to explain what is measured for an ensemble of evolved halos, such as those simulated by NFW, provided one makes two assumptions. First, at any given epoch, the ensemble average of the evolved density pro le (i.e., the evolved pro le, averaged over all halos), is well approximated by the evolution of the ensemble averaged initial pro le. Second, this ensemble averaged initial pro le is that associated with peaks in the, suitably smoothed, initial density uctuation eld (Ho man & Shaham 1985; Ho man 1988). Thus, in this model, the dynamics of a given object is given by the secondary infall model, and the ensemble average over many such objects is computed by a suitable average over the smoothed initial uctuation eld.
The usual assumption is that this initial eld was Gaussian, with power on arbitrarily small scales. If so, then the value of the eld at a given point depends on the scale of the lter with which the underlying eld is smoothed. Therefore, the position of a peak is scale dependent; a point may be associated with the centre of a peak when the underlying density eld is smoothed with a given lter, but it need not remain a peak of the density eld when a di erent smoothing lter is used (e.g. Fig. 1 in Bond et al. 1991) . If the initial density uctuation eld is Gaussian, then the ensemble averaged spherically averaged density pro le around a peak in the initial density eld can be described analytically (e.g., Bardeen et al. 1986 ). This shape depends on the underlying uctuation power spectrum, and on the peak height p . In fact, the pro le depends not on the peak height itself, but on the height of a peak relative to the rms uctuation on the scale at which it is de ned: = p = p . This will be important below. The peak pro le slope is shallower if there is more large scale power; when expressed in units of the peak height and scale, higher peaks are less centrally concentrated (Fig. 1 ). This is a peak-height|central density relation; can we nd a relation between peak height and collapsed mass?
The height of the initial peak can be related to the mass of the nal evolved object as follows. If the initial uctuations are small, then the scale on which a peak is de ned can be used to associate a mass with the peak; massive objects are associated with peaks identi ed with larger lters. The hierarchical clustering assumption means that in the initial uctuation eld, Figure 1 : Ensemble average density around peaks of height p on scale x p in Gaussian random elds with power spectra P(k) / k n . Dashed and solid curves show pro les for Gaussian and sharp k lters, respectively. The curves show pro les around peaks that have 2 = 0:1; 1 and 10; higher peaks are less centrally concentrated. The lowest curve for each line type shows the average pro le around a eld position that has the same height, but is not constrained to be a peak; it is also the 2 ! 1 pro le. the rms uctuation decreases as the smoothing scale increases (e.g. Peebles 1980; Padmanabhan 1993). For example, for initial spectra P(k) / k n , (M) / M ?(n+3)=6 . Therefore, the typical rms uctuation is smaller for the scale associated with larger objects. The spherical model suggests that, at any given epoch, the extrapolated linear theory overdensity of all collapsed objects is the same (e.g. Press & Schechter 1974). If all collapsed objects are associated with peaks in the initial distribution, they all have this same critical overdensity, whatever their mass. However, since the pro le around the peak depends on the height of a peak relative to the rms uctuation on the scale at which it is de ned, and this value decreases as the mass, and so the scale is increased, massive objects are associated with higher peaks in the initial density eld than less massive objects. This means that the initial region associated with what will later collapse to form a massive object has a shallower pro le than the initial region around what becomes a less massive object. In other words, the spherical collapse model, when combined with the peaks model, implies that regions that will evolve to become more massive objects are initially less centrally concentrated.
It is straightforward to extend this argument to the case in which the initial scale of a virialized object, x v , and the scale on which the peak is de ned, x p , are not the same: x p =x v = p. In terms of the scaled variables = v and x=x v , one nds that the initial central concentration increases as the mass of the nal object that collapses around this peak decreases.
This relation between mass and central concentration is a simple consequence of two correlations: that between peak shape and peak height (higher peaks have shallower density pro les), and that between peak mass and peak height (more massive collapsed objects are associated with higher peaks in the initial eld). It is a simple exercise to verify that the secondary infall model preserves this scaling. In suitably scaled units, more massive objects are less centrally concentrated. Thus, the peaks model is qualitatively consistent with the mass-density relation found by NFW.
There are three problems with this approach. There is no compelling reason why collapsed objects should have formed only from peaks in the initial uctuation eld. Furthermore, the model above assumes that the operations of nonlinear evolution and statistical averaging commute. There is no compelling reason why this should be so. Finally, the numerical simulations show that, in the hierarchical clustering scenario, the collapse is certainly not smooth (e.g. Fig. 1 in Tormen 1998). Models of clumpy collapse have only recently been studied (Syer & White 1998 ). It may be that dynamical friction, which plays no role in a smooth collapse, in uences the shape of the nal pro le (Nusser & Sheth 1998) . If so, then, to treat this problem, we need to be able to estimate the clumpiness of collapsing objects. Below we describe how this can be done.
The forest of merger history trees
Press & Schechter (1974) described a model which allows one to use the statistics of the initial Gaussian density eld to estimate the average number density of collapsed halos as a function of halo mass at any given epoch: n(m; t). This is sometimes called the unconditional or universal mass function. It depends on the underlying cosmological model, and on the shape of the initial uctuation power spectrum. Bond et al. (1991) describe a di erent derivation of n(m; t). Their model also allows one to estimate a conditional mass function, N(m; tjM; T), de ned as follows. A halo of mass M at T was earlier (at t < T) in many pieces |the average number of such Figure 2 : Examples of merger history trees constructed from the same progenitor distribution using two di erent merger history algorithms (top and bottom). The algorithm for the top level produces trees that are homogeneous; in comparison, the trees on the bottom, produced using a di erent algorithm, are all di erent from each other. The excursion set formalism cannot answer the question of which ensemble of trees is more likely, so it cannot discriminate between di erent algorithms for building merger history trees.
subhalos which make up the nal M halo is N(m; tjM; T). This quantity also depends on both cosmology and the initial uctuation spectrum.
Suppose a halo is said to have formed when the mass of one of its subhalos rst exceeds half of its nal mass. The conditional mass function can be used to estimate the distribution of halo formation times (Lacey & Cole 1993 ). This distribution is not a delta function, which means that not all halos M at T formed similarly; there is some scatter in the merger histories associated with dark matter halos. Therefore, there is more to the subclump distribution than its mean N(mjM); the higher order moments of the subclump distribution must be nontrivial.
The mean conditional mass function and the formation time distribution are in reasonably good agreement with the corresponding quantities measured in numerical simulations of hierarchical clustering (Lacey & Cole 1994) . That is, in the simulations as well as in the model, there is some scatter in the merger histories of dark halos. Is it possible to compute estimates of the associated higher order moments of the subclump distribution? Unfortunately, knowledge of the average N(mjM) alone does not allow one to compute the higher order moments. For the special case of Poisson initial conditions, a more elaborate model has been developed, for which analytic expressions for the higher order moments of the subclump distribution have been derived (Sheth 1996) . These higher order moments are consistent with the fact that disconnected volumes in the Poisson distribution are mutually independent. This allows one to construct a simple algorithm for partitioning a halo M at T into its subhalos (m 1 ; m 2 ; ) at any speci ed earlier time t < T. The resulting partition algorithm can be embedded, self-consistently, into a loop over time steps. This allows one to generate an ensemble of merger history trees e ciently. This same algorithm can be used if the initial distribution was white noise (Sheth & Pitman 1997; .
The assumption that disconnected volumes are mutually independent is almost certainly wrong if the initial distribution is di erent from white noise. Nevertheless, this same algorithm (in which correlations between neighbouring volumes is ignored) allows one to generate forests of merger history trees. Good analytic approximations to the higher order moments of the subclump distribution generated this way are easy to write down. For example, in this model, the scatter of subhalo counts is usually less than the square-root of N(mjM) scatter expected if the subhalo distribution were Poisson (see Fig. 3 ; a Poisson distribution would have 2 = 1 = 1). This is extremely useful, since the higher order moments associated with this merger history algorithm are in reasonable agreement with those that are measured in numerical simulations of hierarchical clustering (see Fig. 3 for n = 0, and Sheth & Lemson 1998 for more general initial conditions). In other words, in addition to having analytic expressions that describe the mean of the subclump distribution associated with the numerical simulation merger history trees reasonably accurately, formulae for the higher order moments are now also available.
Stochastic nonlinear biasing
The previous sections showed that we know a fair amount about how the mass of a halo was distributed among its subclumps. This section shows how to use this information to describe the spatial distribution of halos. This allows one to quantify the extent to which the halo distribution traces that of the underlying dark matter.
Let p(MjV; t) denote the probability that, at time t, a cell of size V contains mass in the range dM about M. Then the average number of halos in such cells is n(m; t)V = Z N(mjM; V; t) p(MjV; t) dM;
where the left hand side is V times the unconditional, universal mass function, and N(mjM; V; t) denotes the average number of m halos that are in cells V that contain mass M at t. Let the halo uctuation is a linear function of the matter uctuation. In general, one may well imagine that the bias function is more complicated. For instance, it may be that h (mjM) = B( ) , where B depends on , so this bias is nonlinear. Just such a nonlinear relation, based on the spherical collapse model, has been developed (Mo & White 1996) . The spherical collapse model describes the evolution and collapse of overdense regions reasonably accurately (e.g. Lemson 1995 ). In this model, the average density within a collapsed halo M at T is approximately 200 times that of the background. This means that the halo M occupies a comoving volume V at T which can be computed relatively easily. Numerical simulations show that most of the mass M associated with a halo was also associated with it earlier (Fig. 3 in Tormen 1998 ). At some earlier time, the comoving volume V (t) occupied by this mass M would have been larger; the spherical collapse model says exactly how much larger. Now, we know (from the merger history tree) that, at t, this mass is partitioned into subclumps. Since the mass M occupies some volume V (t), we know that these subclumps of M must be distributed within V (t). Since we know the mean and the higher order moments of the subclump distribution (from the merger history tree), we know something about the mean and times the universal mass function times the largest cell size. On a log-log plot, it has the same shape but a di erent amplitude for the other cell sizes. The dashed curves show the corresponding theoretical curves: (1 + )V times the universal mass function. The solid curves show the mass function computed using the Mo & White bias model. the higher order moments of the spatial distribution of halos smoothed on this scale V (t). Thus, knowledge of the merger history tree, when combined with the spherical collapse model, allows one to make statements about the evolution of the spatial distribution of the halos (Mo & White 1996) . For example, it is possible to compute the relative over-abundance of halos h in regions that are known to contain a certain overabundance of matter . That is, it is possible to quantify how biased the halo distribution is relative to the dark matter. Figure 4 shows how this model di ers from the simple linear model described at the start of this section. The gure also shows that the model is in reasonable agreement with the halo distribution measured in numerical simulations of hierarchical clustering. Essentially, the ratio of massive to less massive halos is greater in denser regions than in less dense regions.
In general, the halo-to-mass bias in the Mo & White model is nonlinear. Since the bias in the Mo & White model is related to the merger history tree, and halos of the same mass may have had di erent merger histories (the scatter of subhalo counts associated with the merger trees, while usually less than Poisson, is still non-zero), this bias is also stochastic. Thus, the bias between halos and mass is nonlinear and stochastic. The mean bias relation and the scatter in this relation that is predicted using the model described above is in good agreement with the nonlinear, stochastic bias relation that is measured in simulations ). Fig. 5 shows one example of this agreement.
I have painted a fairly rosy picture of our present understanding of the dark halo distribution. Unfortunately, things are not so straightforward. In fact, the Mo & White nonlinear stochastic bias model appears to describe the distribution of massive halos pretty well, but is not very accurate for the less massive halos. (Here, as always, massive means relative to a typical M object.) Fig. 6 shows this explicitly. It shows the volume averaged Lagrangian space cross-correlation between halos and mass for a range of values of halo mass, plotted as a function of scale. In the simulations, the less massive halos are more clustered than the theory predicts. Jing (1998) nds a similar trend for the corresponding Eulerian space quantity. This discrepancy between theory and simulation probably arises because the spherical collapse model on which the theory is based is more likely to be accurate for massive objects than for less massive objects. It may be that the dynamical evolution, of the smaller objects in particular, is better modelled by something like the Zel'dovich approximation. This is the approach taken 3 , and = (n + 3)=3. Symbols show quantities measured in the simulations; circles show the result for halos containing more than 32 particles, triangles are for halos with more than 64, squares for more than 128, and stars for more than 256 particles. In these simulations, when the expansion factor is a, then M = (a= c ) 2= particles. When n = 0, the lled symbols near the top are for halos identi ed at an expansion factor of a = 6:1, at which time an M halo contains 13 particles; empty symbols show halos identi ed at a = 14:9; the lled symbols near the bottom show halos identi ed when a = 36:9, at which time M = 471. The symbols at the top of the n = ?1:5 panel are for halos identi ed when a = 2:47, and the ones nearer the bottom are for a = 6:07, at which time M = 163. The bias relation was computed from the halo-centre-of-mass and mass distributions at the initial time. Curves show the model predictions|less massive halos are more strongly clustered than predicted.
by Catelan, Mataresse & Porciani (1998) .
Before closing this section, it is worth recalling that the subclump distribution associated with a given realization of the merger tree can also be used to study the density pro le that results from clumpy rather than smooth collapse. If the merger history tree is known, then the initial clumpy density pro le can be computed. If dynamical friction e ects are ignored, this initial pro le can be transformed to an evolved pro le using the secondary infall prescription. Transforming an ensemble of realizations of the merger tree into evolved pro les, and then averaging over the various realizations allows one to study the e ects of evolution and statistical averaging in the correct order. To include the e ects of dynamical friction is more complicated, but still feasible (Nusser & Sheth 1998 ).
Making light of dark matter
The discussion so far has centred on the structure and distribution of dark matter halos. To relate these results to the observed galaxy distribution is not as messy as one might have imagined. Galaxies form within dark matter halos (White & Rees 1978; White & Frenk 1991) . The galaxy formation process is sensitive to physical parameters, such as the spin, of the parent halo. Fortunately, most of the halo parameters on which the galaxy formation process depends, while they may depend on the halo mass, are independent of the halo environment (Lemson & Kau mann 1998) . That is, the galaxy formation process depends on the past merger history of a halo, but not on what is to come. This is a great simpli cation since, as we have shown, the merger history of a halo is relatively well understood. Thus, there is hope that the galaxy-to-dark matter bias relation can be well approximated by convolving the halo-to-mass bias relation with a galaxy-to-halo bias relation.
Diaferio's contribution to this volume describes the present state-of-theart involved in determining the galaxy-to-halo bias relation. It is evident that, despite the quite beautiful description of the forest of merger history trees and its relation to the spatial distribution of halos that we presently have, without a better understanding of star formation, we are likely to remain in the dark about the distribution of light. While \the woods are lovely, dark and deep", we still have \miles to go before we sleep".
